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Bowling Green, Ohio

Homecoming theme recalls summer
Events offer variety

Crash landing

by Melissa Llpowskl
The BG News

The BG Ncwi/Bclh Mattera

Quenlln Burke and /.wanJay Brown wrestle In front of the University Union Oval Tuesday afternoon In celebration of homecoming
week. Another event at the Union Oval was a Velcro fly trap, in

Faculty
senate
passes
two items
by Katie Simmons
The BG News
Although there were numerous members of the
Senate absent from Tuesday night's Faculty Senate
meeting at the Firelands
College, two items - regarding scholarships and
gender sensitivity - were
passed on the Senate
agenda.
The senate passed guidelines for an endowed faculty undergraduate scholarship.
Persons eligible for the
scholarship include any
student in the University's
seven undergraduate colleges who is in the top 10
percent of their college.
A Resolution on Gender
Sensitivity was the second
item of business passed by
the senate.
"It is the perception of
the Welfare Committee that
sensitivity to gender is an
important issue for both
male and female members
of the University community," said Dorothy Behling,
Faculty Senate chairwoman.
The resolution authorizes
the appointment of a Faculty Senate committee to address issues of gender sensitivity.

which people donned the hook-side of a Velcro suit and Jumped
onto a wall made of the loop-side of Velcro.

When the autumn leaves start
to fall and warm summer winds
suddenly turn cold, University
students begin to realize that
winter is just around the corner.
This year's Homecoming
theme "Catch the Wave: BG
Beach Bash" may chase away
thoughts of winter.
"So many students drag themselves down because of the
weather at this time of year,"
said Holly Garrett, director of
the University Activity Organization's Homecoming committee.
"In order to make everything a
little more exciting, we decided
to make this year's theme a little
more upbeat," she said
As a part of this year's Homecoming activities, which began
Monday, UAO has made an attempt to involve an even greater
number of students than in past
years, Garrett said.
The Homecoming Committee
has planned this week's events
with a multicultural emphasis
and has also made the events
more centralized with the goal of
increased student participation,
she said.
The ice cream social that took
place outside of the Education
Building Monday gave students
the opportunity to meet with the
top 10 candidates for Homecoming King and Queen.
In addition to receiving free

ice cream, students also had the
opportunity to meet with the
candidates as they served the ice
cream, Garrett said.
"Usually students have to vote
for the candidates based on what
their friends have told them or
by what they read in the paper,"
she said. "This time, they had a
chance to form their own opinions."

Homecoming
Events

«r

Students can tie-dye
their t-shirts in the
Union Oval today - 11
a.m. to 4 p.m.

ef The pep rally will take
' place Thursday at 8 p.m.
on the lawn between the
Student Services Bldg.
and Kreischer Quad.

4

A master hypnotist will
be performing at 8 p.m.
in Lenhart Friday.

Tuesday in the Union Oval students had the opportunity to participate in "Outdoor Fun" between 11 am. and S p.m.
Throughout the day, students
could participate in human bowling, fun pix and the velcro fly
See HOMECOMING, page three.

Fraternity appeals hazing allegations
by Sharon A. Turco
The BG News
Phi Gamma Delta fraternity is
appealing hazing charges levied
against it Sept. 23, which have
resulted in a two-year probation.
The appeal is based on a discrepancy of the definition of hazing as written in the Student
Code.
Hazing allegations were made
by Phi Gamma Delta house director Chantal Joy Thursday, Sept.
22. According to the Student
Code, Joy is required to report all
incidents that could be interpreted as hazing.
From this point on the investigation is the responsibility
of Greek Life.
"Our unit director, Chantal
Joy, accused us of hazing inside
the FLU house," said Charlie

Apigian, president of Phi Gamma
Delta "She thought she saw us
make pledges get in a line and
leave our formal room with their
eyes closed."
"What actually happened was
our pledges organized a water
fight, but before they could begin
we realized there were ritual
items in the room. We simply
asked the new members to leave
because we didn't want them to
see items we use in our ritual."
In response to the hazing allegations, Apigian received a letter
from Katie Shanahan, assistant
director of Greek Life.
The letter stated that an investigation of the charges would
be held and that "during the
period of investigation, all
pledge/associate member activities shall be suspended. Additionally, the chapter is in viola-

tion of their current probation,
and therefore I am also suspending all activities of the chapter
until further notice."
Under this suspension Phi Gamma Delta fraternity was required to cancel its previously
planned date party.
"One of the main concerns I
have is that the investigation was
not handled properly," Apigian
said. "Not only was our date
party canceled while the investigation waited out the weekend, but the earliest Shanahan
would meet with me was Tuesday
morning."
The members of Phi Gamma
Delta believe a proper investigation was not held. Shanahan, however, believes a proper
investigation was conducted.
"I met with Charlie (Apigian]
Sept. 23, the day I suspended the

chapter," Shanahan said. "He whether the incident was actualverified who was involved and it ly hazing.
matched what Joy said. He also
"I felt the tradition was hazing,

"Ifelt the tradition was hazing, and tradition
is no excuse for hazing. Charlie [Apigian]
never denied the accusations."
Katie Shanahan
assistant director of Greek Life
said (the water fight] was a tradition in the chapter."
Shanahan said she believes the
discrepancy lies in the matter of

and tradition is no excuse for
hazing," Shanahan said. "Charlie
See Fill, page three.

By the numbers
A look at statistics that shape the University.

Student attacked on campus
by Jim VIekers
The BG News
A University student was reportedly robbed at gunpoint outside of Offenhauer Towers, Saturday night.
The victim was walking to the
south side of
Offenhauer
when two
males grabbed
him, according
to a report the
victim gave
police on Monday.
One of the
suspects reportedly had a

INSIDE

gun and the other had a knife,
said Barbara Waddell. University public safety information officer. The attackers took $30 from
the man, then ran toward a
Thurstin Avenue parking lot,
Waddell said.
Waddell said the victim identified the attackers as two white
males. One suspect reportedly
had very short white hair, and
the other was wearing a stocking
cap.
This is the second on-campus
attack that has been reported to
campus police this semester. The
first occurred Aug. 30, when a
woman was attacked between the
education and business buildings. In that incident, the woman
was able to knee her attacker in

CAMPUS
Monday night's fire in the
Student Recreation Center
was caused when dry
leaves in the gutters ignited. The damage has not
been determined.
«-Pages.

the genitals and run away.
Waddell said there are currently no plans to change the patrolling of the campus by pol ice.
"I don't know that we're going
to police any differently," Waddell said. "The University community has to take a little repsonsiblity for their own actions."
Waddell said that even though
there are officers patrolling the
campus on foot and by bike, people should always take someone
with them when traveling at
night.
Waddell said she encourages
students to use the Campus Escort Service, or the 2-RIDE shuttle service when traveling across
campus at night.

CAMPUS
The Homecoming candidates' profiles are inside.
Today is the final day for
voting. Students can vote in
the Union Foyer from 9 am.
to 5 p.m.
--Page 4.

SPORTS
The Falcon volleyball
team lost the first set, only
to come storming back to
win the last three. The
women's record is now
even at 7-7.
■» Page 6.

Juvenile
Violations

WEATHER
Partly sunny with a high
in the upper 50s. Mainly
north winds 10 to IS mph.
Tonight, partly cloudy
with a chance of frost in low
lying areas. Low again 35 to
40.
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Holocaust lessons
can't be forgotten
Sometimes it's better to forget the past. Many
people just want to move on and leave what
happened to them in history.
But the lessons that were learned during the early
1940s are ones that should not be forgotten. They are
real atrocities that happened to innocent people.
These are lessons that need to be remembered to
prevent any such actions from ever happening again.
George Vine, a Holocaust survivor, will speak
about his experiences tonight as part of Holocaust
Education Week, which is sponsored by the University Activities Organization.
Vine's speech will no doubt serve as an invaluable
tool to the education of an entire generation which
may have easily had the opportunity to allow this
part of history to become a memory.
Last weekend, "Schindler's List" was shown to
over 500 University students during four showings.
In between showings, the campus Jewish organization, HILLEL, conducted a panel discussion to bring
forth topics and concerns about the Holocaust. The
discussion also served as a valuable educational tool.
A slide tour of a concentration camp was presented
Monday. UAO will host a trip to the Holocaust Memorial Museum in Detroit, Mich. Sunday. The trip
costs $2,.leaves at 8:30 a.m. and returns at 4 p.m.
"I have no idea how many students will come," said
Mollie Monohan, contemporary issues director for
UAO, about Vine's speech. "At least the message will
be getting out"
Monohan should not have to worry about how
many students attend these programs. This is a great
event UAO has sponsored and should be well
received by the University.
The News urges all students to attend these events,
especially the speech by Vine tonight at 8 p.m. in the
University Union's Lenhart Grand Ballroom.
They need to hear the words from someone who
can never forget the past and should never let the
rest of us forget what happened when the world was
turned upside down by an undeniably evil presence.
It is our responsibility to learn the events that put
an entire world at war so that we may never allow
another group to face it again.
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Rape free BG is a dangerous lie
I don't walk around campus at
night.
That freedom is not mine to
exercise because I am female
and I fear being raped.
I am not only haunted by the
awareness of my inability to defend myself if the occasion
should arise, I am also well aware
of the numbers.
Most recent statistics show
that one third of all women will
be raped at some time in their
lives. That's one out of three and
that includes mothers, sisters,
grandmothers and friends. College-aged women are prime targets.
One survey I found in my
research stated that 51 percent
of all the college males they surveyed said they would rape if
they could get away with it.
The ironic thing about rape is
that the vast majority of victims
know their attacker, some are
even married to them.
Until very recently, it was not a
crime in most states for a husband to rape his wife. The rape
laws were (and some still are) lenient because of the patriarchal
tradition which says that a wife is
a man's property.
On our campus, in dorm rooms
and cars, fraternity and sorority
houses, rapes happen. In most instances the two parties will be
acquaintances or a couple. Most
people believe rape is committed
by black men in dark alleys during a midnight jog through a local
park. Media has burned this
myth into the hearts of Americans. Not only are they feeding
the fires of racism, they are
creating an epidemic of deadly

hand, it is perfectly acceptable
for a girl to go through a "tomboy" stage and assume male tendencies during that time.
A rapist, according to many
studies, is simply a man who
must violently prove his masculinity to himself, and in the case
of gang rape, to others. Group
rape seems to be a dark form of
male bonding, a violent need to
fulfill the demands of our "rape
culture."
Wood
After a woman is raped, her options are limited. If she chooses
ignorance. The vast majority of to report her attack to the police,
rapes, up to 90 percent according she risks interrogation and ridito one source, are intraracial, not cule. There have been too many
interracial. Men who rape wom- cases where rape charges were
en they are acquainted with may unfounded by police precincts
believe what they are doing isn't because of "appraisal of the vicrape because they know the tim," which means the woman's
woman. A woman may deny what credibility is dismissed on the
happened to her was rape be- basis of what she was wearing or
cause she had been dating him, if alcohol was involved. Accordhe seemed nice. There was no at- ing to Herman's essay,"A 1971
tack in the middle of the night - California police textbook begins
t he simply wouldn't take 'no' for its discussion on sexual assaults
with the sentence,'Forceablc
an answer.
What is a rapist?
rape is one of the most falsley
According to an essay I read by reported crimes.'" Law enforceDiane Herman, Americans live in ment officials have also been
a "rape culture."
known to be more critical of date
Men are sensitized from birth rapes, apparently believing the
to believe that in order for them woman was assuming that risk
to be successful human beings in when she entered the reour culture they must be mascu- lationship.
line. Our society's heterosexual
Surrounded by so much doubt,
and religous tradition dictates the victim often begins to doubt
that men dominate, sexually and herself. The psychological rape
otherwise. This means a con- is sometimes more devastating
tempt for femininity and all than the physical rape.
things female; no tolerance for
In this male-dominated society,
"weakness." It begins during a woman's ability to control her
childhood. One of the worst in- own sexuality is a precious comsults for a little boy is to be called modity. A rapist violently takes
a "girl" or a sissy. On the other that away.

As I did the research for this
column, I began to realize a bizarre fact about Bowling Green
State University: Where are the
rapes?
There are 9,000 female students on this campus. We are
women who fear walking about at
night, but why? I have yet to hear
of a single rape occurring within
the realm of the University. Is
our campus extraordinarily safe?
Are the awareness programs
available so efficient that there is
no rape problem at the University? There have been cultures of
human beings where rape was
unknown, where there was no
word for 'rape.' I don't think
Bowling Green falls under this
category. As a woman who fears
walking alone after dark, I can
tell you the threat of rape is very
real here. Bowling Green's
squeaky clean rape record is absurd. As a woman it unsettles me
to think that someone is keeping
secrets. Nine thousand people on
this campus are forced to remain
ignorant about a life-threatening
occurrence.
Why so quiet? Would enrollment decline if potential students
and their parents knew the truth?
Is the who, what and where of a
rape less Important than football
scores and cheesy police blotters?
Women are faced with the
threat of rape every day - that is
no secret.
Andrea Wood is a weekly columnist for The BG News.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
USG editorial
lacking substance
There are several issues that
need to be addressed concerning
the recent editorials aimed at the
Undergraduate Student
Government.
An editorial printed in last
Wednesday's edition of The
News stated that "USG consistently pledges that it wants to be the
voice of the students." Well, I believe it needs to be noted that Article II, Section B of the University Charter, the governing
document of the University,
states that "Undergraduate students shall have the authority to
establish an Undergraduate Student Government (USG) to serve
as their official representative
body." In other words, USG does
not simply "want" to be the voice
of the student body.
The Newa also questions the
explanations* given for the recent resignations from President
Mat he's Executive Cabinet
The former Cabinet members
clearly stated that the only
reasons for their resignation was
because of time constraints. I
find myself very concerned
thatThe News would question the
honesty and Integrity of several
student leaders in this communi-

ty.
Finally, to the casual observer
it would seem that The News Is
primarily focusing on what USG
is not doing rather than on what
it has accomplished in the first
month of school.
I believe it is time for The BG
News to re-examine the "Commitment to Excellence" pledge
that the paper so proudly displays on Its masthead, and focus
on their primary function here at
the University. That function is
to report the news, to its fullest
and most truthful extent.
Jeff Stefancic
Chief Legislative Officer
USG

Bursar's office
withholds money
My boyfriend Jim, a sophomore at the University, recently
was called up for five months
duty overseas for the army
reserves. He left Friday, Sept. 16
for Ft. Bragg, North Carolina,
where he will be training and
waiting for deployment to Haiti.
Before he was to leave, Jim
went to the Bursar's office to
receive his refund for tuition. He
was told he had missed the deadline for full reimbursement and
would receive only half of his tui-

tion cost, despite his circumstances. Since Jim was leaving
three days later, he did not have
time to appeal this decision.
What kind of policy is this? An
American soldier is leaving to
defend our country, to risk his
life for peace, to fight the fight
that we as uninvolved citizens do
not have to take part in, and all
the University will give him is
half his tuition back because he
to missed the deadline?
He was in class for fewer than
three weeks out of the semester
- certainly not enough to receive
even half his money's worth. For
whatever reason the deadline for
full reimbursement is so soon in
the semester, I don't understand
or agree with it. But that is not
the Issue. The issue is that in a
situation like this, an exception
should be made. It was a disrespectful act toward our country,
our servicemen and our citizens,
on the University's part, to refuse Jim's full refund.
Jim called the University after
he arrived at Ft. Bragg and explained that he would be calling
up John Glenn, our state senator's office, and request their assistance in this matter. Then the
Bursar's office decided to give
him 70 percent of his refund. Unsatisfied in this attempt to ease
but not stop the unfairness of the

situation, Jim will no doubt still
call Senator Glenn's office.
Lisa Fetterman
student

Rec center staff
acts professionaUy
I wish to commend Greg Jordan and the rest of the Student
Recreational Center staff for the
competence and calmness under
stress which they demonstated
on Monday night when fire broke
out over the Iris Andrews Fool
area.
As it happened, I was taking a
scuba diving class, and we were
all asked to leave because of the
fire. But what impressed me
most was that no one panicked,
the fire department was called in
good time, everyone evacuated in
good order, and cooperated with
one another, and the staff deserves our thanks.
Without their calm determination and competence, we
might have lost the Recreational
Center and that would have been
a great tragedy for all of us.
PaulOlscamp
President
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THEY
SAID IT

THREE

"My great-grandfather and his father
lived in Janja. But I fear that no Muslim
will ever be born there again."
Habib Sabanovic.Muslim refugee from Bosnia

o

ACROSS
THE WORLD
Earthquake shakes
northern Japan

TOKYO - A major undersea
earthquake killed at least 16 people in Russia's remote Kuril
Islands late Tuesday, jolted
Japan and triggered tidal waves
on both sides of the Pacific.
A quake with a preliminary
magnitude of 7.9 hit near the
sparsely populated Kuril Island
chain north of Japan. About 200
people in northern Japan were injured by broken glass and falling
objects.
The Pacific Tsunami Warning
Center in Hawaii issued a tidal
wave warning for all Pacific
islands and coastal areas, including the west coast of the United
States and Canada.
In Moscow, Russia's Ministry
for Emergency Situations said
the bodies of at least 16 people

were found on three islands in the
chain.
Ministry spokesman Anatoly
Streltsov did not say whether the
victims were killed by huge tidal
waves reported in the region.
One hit the small island of Zelyony, home to a border guards
unit and fishermen's settlement.
Officials did not immediately
know what happened to the residents, Streltsov said.
Aftershocks were continuing.
In some parts of the Kurils,
IK- inch cracks were visible in the
earth after the quake, he said.
By early Wednesday, about 40
small tsunami waves had been
observed in Japan. Most were
less than 3 feet high, although one
was 6 feet. There were no reports
of any damage.
Hawaii closed its public
schools and beaches, and ordered
residents of coastal areas to evacuate.
Most of the damage and injuries from the quake in Japan
occured on the northernmost
main island of Hokkaido, but
buildings shook as far as 650
miles away In Tokyo.
The quake - which lasted more
than a minute -- was centered 13
miles beneath the Pacific Ocean
floor, near the southern end of
the Kuril chain. Japan's Central
Meteorological Agency estimated the quake's prelimary

Cracked Cymbals

the third floor or higher.
magnitude at 7.9, making it the
A tsunami wave was spotted
strongest to hit the region in 26
Tuesday afternoon at Shemya, in
years.
the western Aleutians, about
On Japan's lightly populated
1,000 miles east of Hokkaido, said
Hokkaido island, the late-night
Coast Guard Lt. Ray Massey in
quake cracked roads, caused gas
Juneau, Alaska.
leaks and flooded streets. One
Some precautionary evacuafire was reported in the town of
tions were made from Sand Point
Nemuro, and more than 13,460
and Dutch Harbor, low-lying
households in eastern Hokkaido
lost electric power, said Kazuhiro island villages off Alaska's
western peninsula. The Coast
Kojima of Hokkaido Electric Co.
Guard moved a cutter into deep
Television stations broadcast
water at Kodiak and sent some of
warnings for people in low-lying
its planes into the air from Air
areas to flee, showing maps of
Station Kodiak as a precaution,
Japan with endangered areas
Massey said.
flashing in red.
In Canada, about 2,500 resi"I feared that my house might
dents of Masset, a village on the
collapse. The house was shaken
Queen Charlotte Islands north of
strongly," said Teruo Koike, a
Vancouver, were told to move to
fireman in Kushiro.
Kiyo Takahashi, 45, of Kushiro, higher ground because high tide
was drinking coffee with friends. coincided with the time the tsunami was expected to arrive.
"Some of them cried for help ...
Japan Broadcasting Corp. said
because they couldn't stand the
196 people were injured in the
strong shaking," she said.
More than 1,000 evacuees spent quake, almost all on Hokkaido.
No deaths were reported. Most of
the night in public buildings in
Kushiro and Nemuro alone, acthose injured were cut by broken
cording to local officials.
window glass or bruised by fallEmergency warning sirens
ing objects, a hospital spokesman
alerted Hawaiians in coastal
said.
areas to evacuate their homes.
The National Earthquake
Oahu Civil Defense told tourists
Center in Golden, Colo., estiin Waikiki to return to their homated the earthquake's prelimitels for further instructions, and
nary magnitude at 8.2.
people living on the lower floors
of high-rise condominiums in
Compiled from staff and wire
coastal areas were told to go to
reports.

HOMECOMING —
lege Park, but this year the committee moved its location in ortrap, Garrett said.
der to make the event more UniBetween 11 am. and 4 p.m. to- versity-oriented, Garrett said.
The University marching band,
day, University students can return to the Union Oval to tie-dye the Falcon Cheerleaders and
Pommerettes will be on hand to
their t-shirts, she said.
The annual Homecoming pep raise the crowd's spirits and the
rally will take place Thursday at head coaches of various Univer8 p.m on the lawn between the sity teams will be addressing the
Student Services Building and student body, she said.
Kreischer Quadrangle.
In addition, last year's homeTraditionally, the pep rally has coming king, Jason Jackson, and
taken place on the field near Col- queen, Shirelle Wright, will fly in

from Florida to be the masters of
ceremony, Garrett said.
During the pep rally, the
Homecoming Court will be chosen as the candidates for king
and queen are narrowed to the
top five in each category. Awards
will also be given to the winners
of the spirit contest for the best
decorated residence halls and
fraternity and sorority houses,
she said.
Master hypnotist, J. Medicinehat wil! be performing at 8

p.m. in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom on Friday.
Medicinehat, who began his
career as a comedian, has performed at different venues
throughout the country, Garrett
said.
Before the football game on
Saturday, students will have the
opportunity to have their faces
painted and will be able to get
their pictures taken with Freddie
and Frieda Falcon from 11 a.m. to
1 p.m.

FIJI
all the facts."

[Apigian] never denied the accusations."
"I also communicated with
FIJI internationals and they
agreed with me that these activities were indeed hazing," she
said. "We had an eye-witness and
Charlie [Apigian] verified it."
"I support their decision to appeal the probation," said William
A. Martin, president of FIJI internationals. "Charlie feels that
the discipline was not based on

KXTKAI
EXTRA!
6 years ago

left so they could deny knowledge of the activity."

include:
"I just dont understand the
• Having a written pledge
process they went through,"
program on file at Greek Life and
Apagian said. "In my opinion it
Shanahan added two other key at their international headquarcontradicts everything we are points about the investigation.
ters.
trying to accomplish as a Greek
• Have a staff member of
system."
"The incident took place after Greek Life assist them on all new
1 am., which is also a violation of member activities.
According to Wayne Colvin, di- the student code, and they broke
rector of Greek Life, "This is not their previous probation because
• Have an educational worka high-level hazing activity, but it Charlie and Bruce [FIJI new shop each semester.
member
educator]
were
not
preis still hazing. It appears that
Charlie [Apigian] and the new sent," Shanahan said.
"They are required to do much
member educator knew that an
of this anyway," Colvin said. "We
activity that violated the student
The new probation sanctions just want to help them improve
code would take place and they run through Sept. 27, 1996 and the quality of their chapter."

In The News
The British reggae band UB40
performed amidst a receptive crowd
in Anderson Arena.
UB40 stands for "Unemployed
Benefit 40 Form," one of the forms
the band members had to fill out while
they were all unemployed.
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1994 royalty candidates give views
Stephanie S. Davis

by Melissa Llpowskl
The BC News
Today is the last day to vote for
this year's Homecoming King
and Queen.
While some students already
had the opportunity to cast their
votes on Tuesday, voting will
continue to take place from 9
am. until 5 p.m. In the University
Union foyer.
The winners will be announced
during half time at Saturday's
Homecoming Football Game
against Ohio University.

Jodi B. Chappell
Hometown:
Salem, Ohio
Major: Political Science
Campus Activities: Campus Crusade
for Christ,
Campus Tour
Guide, UnderChappell
graduate Student Government, Circle K,
S.O.L.D., Alpha Phi Sorority, College Republicans, Wood County
Humane Society volunteer
What does being the 1994
Homecoming Queen mean to
you?
"It would be a great honor to be
chosen as the 1994 Homecoming
Queen as well as an achievement
related to my service to the University. I feel the role of Homecoming Queen is to promote the
University by setting an example
to others of what Bowling Green
has to offer academically and
socially. My overall experience
at Bowling Green has been truly
rewarding and I would be honored to share that with others if
selected as Homecoming
Queen."
Alcohol quickly affects your judgment,
balance, and coordination. Don't
drink and ride. Or your last
drink might be your last drink
MOTMCrCU SAFETY FMMMT1M

Hometown:
Pickerlngtoif,
Ohio
Major: International
Business
Campus Activities: Alpha
Phi Sorority
Presi dent,
U.A.O., Accounting Club, Order of Omega,
Hall Government Treasurer
What does being the 1994
Homecoming Queen mean to
you?
"Bowling Green State University Homecoming Queen is an
honor and recognition to an Individual who has gone beyond academic excellence and has taken
their college career one step further. In doing so, she has demonstrated dedication and leadership
throughout campus. The expectations of the Homecoming
Queen and her Court is to serve
as a role model for all students to
show that this campus has something to offer everyone."

Symbolically, the Queen should
serve as a role model and an ideal
of involvement and achievement
at the University. Functionally,
the Queen needs to be active in
organizations on campus, and
should attend as many events and
programs as possible in order to
serve as a quasi-official representative of the student body and
to support the efforts of her fellow students. Through my involvement in USG, I already
serve both of these capacities
and the position of Homecoming
Queen would further enhance my
ability to do so."

Kimberly A. Mennega

Hometown:
Zanesville,
Ohio
Major: Elementary Education
Campus Activities: Omicron Delta
Kappa National
Leadership SoMennega
ciety, Ohio Student Education
Association, U.A.O., Delta Zeta
Sorority, Panhellenic Council
Delegate
What does being the 1994
Homecoming Queen mean to
you?
"It means that my efforts
Hometown:
toward the high standards of
Bellefontaine,
scholarship, citizenship and
Ohio
leadership will have rewarded
Major: IPC
me an opportunity to represent
and Pre Law
Bowling Green. Bowling Green
Campus Achas provided me with an exceltivities: Camlent educational experience. I
p u s Tour
want to give back to the UniverGuide, Undersity a Homecoming Queen that
graduate Student GovernMathe reflects the spirit and image of a
ment President, College Republi- well-rounded Bowling Green
cans, Honors Student Associa- student"
tion, City Litter Control Board,
Alpha Chi Omega Sorority
Mollie M. Monahan
What does being the 1994
Homecoming Queen mean to
you?
Hometown:
"I have known most of the past Bloom field
Homecoming Kings and Queens Hills, Michigan
and have grown to respect both
Major Psythe symbolic and functional as- chology
pects that this position entails.
Campus Activities: Krelscher Quad
Government,
Falconettes,
U.A.O., Sigma
Monahan
Kappa Sorority, Prout Hall Resident Adviser
FRIDAY, OCT.7
What does being the 1994
Homecoming Queen mean to
you?
"I could never have accepted
my two Homecoming Queen
nominations had I been under the
Grand Ballroom
Impression that this contest was
Free Admission!
about beauty or popularity. The
title Homecoming Queen means
one woman who is dedicated and
spirited on campus and in the
community, has a strong desire
to learn in and out of the classroom setting and has a constant

Jennifer K. Mathe

DON'T MISS OUT!!
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 5

Tie - Dye
11 am -4 pm
Union Oval
Bring your own
T- shirt!

J. Medicinehat
Master Hypnotist
8 pm Lenhart

committment to academic achievement and personal
growth."

Ju|je L# ScllWClin

Jennifer M. Pecchio

Hometown:
Wheaton, Illinois
Major: Social
Work
Campus Activities: Kappa
Kappa Gamma
Sorority, University Ambassador, UniverSchwerln
sity Activities Organization,
Pommerettes, Order of Omega,
Honor Student Association
What does being the 1994
Homecoming Queen mean to
you?
"Homecoming Queen is an established honor that gives recognition to a student for being academically sucessful while involved in campus and community
organizations. The Homecoming
Queen should encourage students to use the potential they
possess to take advantage of the
resources Bowling Green offers
for all aspects of life."

Hometown:
Farmdale, Ohio
Major: Political
Science
Campus Activities: Prout
Hall Council,
Rodgers Hall
Resident Adviser, Alpha
Omicron Pi,
Student Court
What does being
Homecoming Queen
you?
"All of my life I promised that
no matter what, I was going to at
least apply to be Homecoming
Queen at the University. This is
one of several goals that I promised myself I would accomplish
before graduating college. This
would mean a great deal to me, as
I am sure it would every other
candidate. It would help put some
type of closure to my senior year
and certainly make it the most
memorable one in my college experience. I feel that whoever is
queen has a responsibility to the
University and to the community
of Bowling Green to serve as a
role model for all that we as a
University stand for. In my opinion, the queen should represent
scholarship, college loyalty, service and leadership."

Tracy L. Stott

Hometown:
Grand Rapids,
Ohio
Major Sociology/Political
Science
Campus Activities: Delta
Gamma Sorority, University
Stott
Ambassador,
Mortar Board, BGSU Law Society, College Democrats, U.A.O.
What does being the 1994
Homecoming Queen mean to
Hometown:
you?
Elida, Ohio
"Being named the 1994 HomeMajor: Biolcoming Queen would be a wonogy (Pre-Med)
derful honor which would be the
Campus Acculmination of my undergradutivities: Study
ate career. I believe that the
Skills Mentor,
Homecoming Queen should be a
Alpha Epsilon
role model to fellow students,
Delta, Master
someone who can remind everyTeacher Selection CommitSarchet one what the University has to
tee, Omega Phi Alpha Sorority offer and what a student can accomplish while attending Bowl(Pledge Class President)
What does being the 1994 ing Green."
Homecoming Queen mean to
you?
"Being the 1994 Homecoming
Queen would be an amazing
Hometown:
honor recognizing my hard work
at leading a balanced life. I be- Cridersville,
lieve it is the Homecoming Ohio
Queen's role to set an example
Major: Elefor students and members of the mentary Educommunity, the importance of cation/SLD
Campus Acbalancing academic maturity
with personal development in tivities: U.A.O.,
community and volunteer in- French Club,
Order of
volvement."
Omega,
Education Association,
Don't procrastinate, National
Sigma Kappa Sorority, Tour
get your study on
Guide, 4-H Camp Counselor.
What does being the 1994
this weekend!
Homecoming Queen mean to
you?

Barbara A. Sarchet

Tamara L. Thomas

STUDY HARD!

Wednesday

Night
Spaghetti Huflct

University
Union

au (\- \moi

?)-*-.* JrJ <•»> |.\|
iml: salad X Liiirlii' I

Open 5-7 I'M

Best Values
On Campus
*****

University
Union
Best Values
On Campus

Wednesday

Night
All \on can cul l'l//\

Opiii \:'M\

7 I'M

Voter Registration
10:00 - 5:00
In the Education Building

If your not registered
here, Register
Somewhere!

"At Bowling Green State University, the role of Homecoming
Queen is to be the best she can
possibly be. It is someone of good
character who serves as a positive role model to all. It is also to
have an impact on society and to
leave Bowling Green with something more than it had before. To
me, being BGSU Homecoming
Queen means being the person
who lives up to this role."

Matthew L. Boaz
Hometown:
Van Wert, Ohio
Major Ethn i c Studies/Communica
tions
Campus Activities: CD
Players, Racism Reduction
Boa
Center, United
*
Christian Fellowship Center
What does being the 1994
Homecoming King mean to you?
"Being the 1994 Homecoming
King means that I would be considered the epitome of what a
student is supposed to be in the
eyes of the faculty, administration and fellow students. The role
of the King and Queen is to be
examples for other students to
follow."

A

Chad W. Brisentine
Hometown:
Grove City,
Ohio
Major Exercise Psychology
Campus Activities: Orientation Board,
Campus Tour
Guide, Men's
Chorus, University
Organization, Ski Club
What does being the 1994
Homecoming King mean to you?
"Homecoming King is a crowning achievement for any college
senior. The King is the focal
point of what Bowling Green
stands for academically, socially
and spiritually. The King and/or
Queen are extensions of the University's image toward the community. Their well-rounded attitudes should be assets as both
ambassadors and students."

Bartley F. Eyler
Hometown:
Gallon, Ohio
Major IPC
Campus Activities: Sigma
Phi Epsilon
Fraternity,
Food Operations Manager,
WFAL Radio,
American
Eyler
Heart Foundation, Intramural
Sports
What does being the 1994
Homecoming King mean to you?
"Being selected Homecoming
King would mean that I am respected by not only my peers, but
also by those that I have met
through my continued involvement in campus organizations. The role of King would be
one that involves maintaining the
same positive standards and
goals that gained the respect of
others when selected."
See HOMECOMING, page five.
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HOMECOMING
Continued from page four.

Dante Orsini
Kurtis L. Landes
Hometown:
Wooster, Ohio
Major:
Sports Management
Campus Activities: Collegiate 4 11, Intramural Advisory Board,
Landes
Founders Hall
Government Adviser, U.A.O.
Games Committee
What does being the 1994
Homecoming King mean to you?
"The honor would allow me to
expand and create a more productive, continued role for the
Homecoming King than in previous years. The opportunity to
represent the University in such
a highly esteemed manner would
be a tremendous privilege."

Hometown:
Alpha retta,
Georgia
Major: IPCBusiness
Campus Activities: Sigma
Chi Fraternity
President, Lacrosse Club,
Orsini
Interfraternity council. Rush Task
Force
What does being the 1994
Homecoming King mean to you?
"I feel that Homecoming
King/Queen should serve as a
reminder to all alumni that Bowling Green continues to produce
outstanding young men and
women. I believe the persons
chosen for these honors should
represent the quality of the student body, the University and the
city of Bowling Green."

Kurt A. Mellon

Joseph W. Pulizzi

Hometown:
Brook Park,
Ohio
Major: Environmental Science
Campus Activities: University Ambassadors - PresiMellon
dent, Sigma Phi
Epsilon Fraternity, Team Leader
for Emerging Leaders retreat
What does being the 1994
Homecoming King mean to you?
"Being elected Homecoming
King would be an honor and an
opportunity to serve and represent the University. The role of
this position is to incorporate and
represent the principles and
standards that this University is
based upon. To me, this is the
best way I can serve Bowling
Green."

Hometown:1
Sandusky, Ohio
Major
Interpersonal!
Communications
Campus Activities: Mortar
Board - Presi-I
dent, STEP 1
Peer Educator,
Pulizzi
Honors Student Association,
BGSU Bible Studies
What does being the 1994
Homecoming King mean to you?
"Being elected the 1994 Homecoming King would be an incredible honor. The best and brightest of the University have applied, and just to be recognized
among these students is a distinction in itself. The King and
Queen would serve as models for
both the Bowling Green campus
and the entire community."

Heat tape responsible SRC fire
byJImVlckers
The BG News
Leaves ignited by a heat tape
used to defrost the gutters was
responsible for Monday night's
fire at the Student Recreation
Center, Bowling Green Fire
Chief Joe Burns said.
"The fire was caused by a heating element in the rain gutter
which ignited dry leaves," Burns
said. "The leaves then ignited the
nearby wood in the rec center
roof."
Greg Jordan, director of the
Student Recreation Center, said a
dollar amount in damage would
not be determined for a few days.

olice
lotter
• Police reportedly were
called to a residence in the 500
block of Ridge Street Friday
night. According to the police report, the caller said there were
eight males being "loud and obnoxious." The men were also reportedly "running into a wooden
fence with bicycles." When
police arrived there were no persons present at the residence.

Todd J. Wesseler

Hometown:
Milford, Ohio
Major Film
Studies
Hometown:
Campus AcTiffin, Ohio
tivities: College
Hometown:
Major BiolDemocrats,
ogy and SecBowling Green
Undergraduate
Major: Eleondary EducaStudent
tion
mentary EduGovernment,
cation — Math
Campus AcACLU, Bowling
Wesseler
Campus Activities: Beta
Green Chamber of Commerce,
tivities: Circle
Thet a Pi
Faculty Senate, First Call, HonK, Lambda Chi
Fraternity,
ors Student Association, Omicron
Alpha FraterHonors Student
Delta Kappa National Leadership
nity, Women's
Omega, Society
Association, Order
Club Volleyball
Merrill IFC, Intramurals
What does being the 1994
Coach, Campus Intramurals
What does being the 1994 Homecoming King mean to you?
What does being the 1994 Homecoming King mean to you?
"The Homecoming King repHomecoming King mean to you?
"Should I be elected Home- resents the best qualities of the
"The role of Homecoming King coming King, it will not be just class of 1995 to alumni and to the
is that of an ambassador for the me accepting the honor. Rather, community. They should also
University. It is somewhat of a it will be a collage of all of the work to challenge their fellow
personal icon of what the Uni- people who have affected my life classmates not to lose their ideals
versity represents. I would want here. Role says it all. The King and challenge them to continue
nothing more than to be that icon. and Queen must be good role their search for diversity and exI have dedicated myself to the models for the student body."
cellence."
University and all It has to offer
for the last six and a half years
and to be Homecoming King
would just be the icing on my college-career cake."

Jeffery S. Merrill

Go
Falcons!!

"We don't have a firm dollar where the fire started, opened at
figure at this point, and it will be noon on Tuesday.
a few days before contractors
will be able to take a look at the
roof," Jordan said. "I would say "The cooperation and
the damage is minor."
reaction time by the
Jordan said the damage was
contained to the exterior of the University police, as
rec center, and the center was well as the city fire
open Tuesday morning.
"Everything is open, and it's department was
business as usual," Jordan said. outstanding and we
He said the only events that had
to be cancelled due to the fire appreciate that."
Greg Jordan
were two senior citizen swimming classes that were to be held
director of SRC
on Tuesday momlng.
Jordan said Andrews Pool,
which is located directly below
When the rec center was eva-

Jason R. Shawberry

Don't Forget to VOTE for this year's
Homecoming king and queen.
Bring your I.D.

Thought You Missed Out on
Sorority Rush?
Think Again...
The Panhellenic Council Presents The
Final Rush Parties of the Fall Season
October 3, 4. 5
9:00 pm - 10:00 pm

• A resident of the 200 block of
North Grove reported to police
Saturday that sometime overnight someone "smeared donuts
and other food all over her car
and another car in the area." According to the police report,
there were three empty donut
boxes laying on the ground but
there was "no actual damage."
• An employee of a fast food
restaurant on East Wooster
street called police Saturday
night to report a bomb threat
made to the restaurant. The caller was reportedly an "angry
male" who said "I'm going to
blow up your f—ing building."
According to the report, the employee said if "anything unusual"
occurs she will contact the
police.
• Monday a resident of the 600
block of Eighth Street reportedly
told police she thinks someone
stole a personal letter out of her
mailbox. According to the report,
later the same day she received a
phone call. The caller reportedly
was "asking for the score of the
football game." The woman reportedly thinks the call may be
related to the mail theft because
her phone number was in the letter.
• A resident of the 200 block of
Mercer Street reported that a
man wearing a green shirt was
masturbating outside her apartment window Sept. 27. Police re-

Mon
Trie
Wed

Hatch elder
Rodsers
Kappa Delta
Phi Mu
Kappa Delta
Delta Zcta
Phi Mil

Questions?? Call Jo Ann 2-2151
All University Women Welcome
Come As Yon Are

• Police said a man riding his
bike through the city park
Thursday night was attacked by
two men. According to the police

report, "the two guys jumped
him and knocked him off his
bike, causing him to get a bloody
nose."
• Thursday night a resident of
the 200 block of Napoleon road
reported a strange person knocking at her door. According to the
report, when the woman asked
who was at the door the person
said "I'm looking for mom."
When the woman opened the door
the stranger reportedly waved
and said "see ya, bye."
• A woman from the BG Christian Academy called police Friday to tell them there was a "sick
or injured woodchuck" near the
front door of the school. The sick
woodchuck was reportedly captured by police and euthanized.
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Saturday, Oct 8, '94

6:30
Anderson Arena

*
*
*
*
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Dance will follow
FEATURING
one of Ohio's best DJ's

CO-CHISE
'til 2 a.m.
in the mornin'
FLOOR SEATING: $13
RESERVE SEATING: $11

*
*
*
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BLUE BOX RECYCLERS
*
*
*
*
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*
*
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Bowling Green Village
Stadium View
Summit Terrace
Winthrop Terrace
North & South
Highlands
Jay Mar
Fore Meadows
Village Green
Parkview Village

* Greenbriar North
* Newlove Rentals

*
*
*
*
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Multicultural Homecoming
Committee with
B.B.C.A., B.S.U., UAO, P.H.C,
*
Multicultural Affairs U.S.G., +
*
Dry Dock, L.S.U., M.C.A., *.
*
WBGU, Finders,
»
*
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Madharter, SAO
*
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„^Want a good time (and we're talking HOT y
\J stuff)? Call 353-BWWW . Well &
Cjieliver anything on our menu hot to your£\
Adooi -Buffalo N.Y style Chicken Wings, A
A Pocket Pizzas, Weckburgers, Beef-on- V
V Weeks, Buffalo Breath Chili - the whole y
\x nine yards. C'mon we know you. You ^
^sion't want to freeze your butt off. So stayr\
A home already! Just reach out for your V
VBuffaphone and dial 353-BWWW y

/

5

\

/FREEWINGS\

f 2 FREE \
/Pocket Pizzas \

Residents!

Contact your landlord/manager
for a BLUE BOX
THANK YOU
FOR RECYCLING!

*
*

9) ■Ti-NUlH

BG's Blue Box
Recycling Program

To its growing list of

*

lor inoiv Ik IM

We Recycle!

Mecca Management

Mac N
Phi Mn
Delta Zcta
Kappa Delta

portedly checked the area but
could not find the man.
• A resident of the 100 block of
East Evers Street reported to
police that she was receiving
harassing phone calls from another woman Sept. 28. According
to the report, the caller believes
the woman slept with her husband. The caller reportedly told
the woman she would "break
both of her legs" if she ever sees
her.
• A man called police to report
that a black Honda "sped" by his
home on the 1,000 block of
Clough Street, and "splashed his
kitchen windows" Sept. 28.

cuated Monday night, many people had to leave the building with
their belongings still inside.
However, Jordan said Tuesday
afternoon that most of the people
had been able to pick up their
possessions.
"At 10:30 or 11 p.m. Monday we
were able to take people back
into the building to get their
items," Jordan said. "The people
who didn't wait around were able
to come in and get their things
today."
"The cooperation and reaction
time by the University police, as
well as the city fire department
was outstanding and we appreciate that," Jordan said.

BUFFALO WILD WINGS & WECK

Sports
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Soccer
resolves
to
Falcon volleyba 11 evens record put loss behind
by JamlB Schwaberow
BC News Writer

The BG volleyball team contlnued on its present tear ripplrg up Wright State in four
sets and bringing its record up
to an even 7-7.
The Falcons started off slow
after winning six-straight sets
during the past weekend. The
first set ended in a 15-13 score
in the Raiders'favor.
"I really think it was our unforced errors that allowed
Wright State to win the first
set," BG head volleyball coach
Denlse Van De Walle said
"We were Just a step slow and
not very aggressive."
BG turned it around in the
second set with nine unanswered points. The set ended at
15-7 with left side hitter Jesslca Andrasko serving for the
win.
The Falcons middle hitter
Carlyn Esslinger led the way
in the third set, appearing to
be unstoppable.
"It was easy to find holes in
the defense tonight," Esslinger said. "Coach was giving
us a lot of information on
where to put the ball and I
think that was a main key to
our success."
Esslinger ended the third
set with an astonishing kill for
a 15-6 finish.
"Carlyn plays very smart,
her ball control and skills are
solid and she really does not
make many mistakes at all,"
Van De Walle said.
The final set was back-and-

forth Just like the first set.
After BG scored five straight
to go up 8-5, the Raiders called
a timeout to try to slow down
the Falcons.
The timeout worked as the
Raiders quickly tied the score
up and even pulled ahead 9-8.
The Falcons once again pulled
ahead 13-9, Just to have Wright
State tie once again 13-13.
BG finally finished the
Raiders off on a miss hit by
Wright State player Andrea
Sanders and an exciting smash
byEsslinger.
"After the first set I think
we were much more focused,"
Van De Walle said. "The girls
followed the game plan by hitting specific shots that we
wanted to work on and by
serving to specific players
that we were wanting to serve
to."
Falcon setter Jodi Olson
kept the offense flowing
smoothly with 56 sets, which
set up three front-line players
for double figures in kills.
Esslinger led the team with
23 kills, followed by Andrasko
and Lori Hilton with 19 and 12
respectively,
Two Falcon players recorded a hitting percentage over
.400 for the match. Olson led
the team with a .429 attack
mark followed by Esslinger at
.405.
BG swept its homestand
against Akron, Kent State and
Wright State. The streak has
given the team a full head of
steam going into a five-game
road trip.

by Mike Kazlmore
The BC News
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Senior Falcon volleyball player Jessica Andrasko prepares (o put
away a ball against Wright State Tuesday night. Andrasko, and
her teammates, improved their record to 7-7 overall with a fourset win over Wright State. BG rebounded from a first loss to take
the next three sets.

While the Bowling Green soccer team had its winning streak
snapped Sunday at Marquette,
the team's spirit didn't take a
beating.
In fact, the Falcons had one of
their better
practices of the
year Tuesday
in preparation
for Wednesday's home
match against
Detroit.
"[Practice]
was a lot better
than expectPalmlsano
ed," freshman
midfielder Jason Began said.
"We were still able to find positives. We just have to put the loss
behind us."
The Falcons entered the Marquette contest averaging a robust
four goals per game during their
winning streak. BG, however,
was limited to just 14 shots on
goal, and suffered its first shutout of the season.
Today, the Falcons hope to get
their offensive attack back on
track before they face topranked Indiana Sunday.
"It's very important for us to
go into the Indiana game on a
high note," Began said. "We
would really like to beat Detroit
by at least two goals to build up
some momentum. We don't want
to lose any home games either."
Although the Falcons'
offensive game failed to produce

UIY A TRIP I Oi; TWO TO THE LUIS VEGAS BOWI

a score against the Golden Eagles, the team isn't making any
major adjustments for the Titans.
"We're going to use the same
offensive scheme, come out real
hard with a lot of energy."
Despite a certain eagerness to
take on the Hoosiers, a perennial
NCAA soccer powerhouse, senior
midfielder Frank Frostino said

"It's a must win
situation for us. We
don't like losing one
game, let alone two in
a row."
Frank Frostino
Falcon midfielder

that the team isn't looking past
the Detroit game.
"It's a must-win situation for
us," Frostino said. "We don't like
losing one game, let alone two in
a row."
One thing that the squad will be
looking to Improve upon is it's
second-half performances, especially against high-quality opponents.
"We played a great first half in
both the games against ranked
opponents, but our second half Is
different," Frostino said. "We
need to come out in the second
half like it's the first."

SAH KIIAY l:00'O

A >l.\.IOII I'KI/.I.S i>ivcn away at Saturday'* home football game. Ilci-isitr at fiatc. &inmsiprctl hif lliiriufi s

RIDE A CHARTER
BUS TO THE BG vs. UT
FOOTBALL GAME!!!
ONLY $25

^k Wk

solutions from your branch office... kinkos.

after years of

term papers
class projer. Is, and

reports, nobody
wants to look at your

last

essavtest
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onlypaPer

3*ffc*
* PRICE INCLUDES ONE GAME
TICKET AND A RIDE FROMJ & M
CHARTER SERVICE.

they really want
to see is your

resume.

No matter what you go through to pass your classes... no matter how many mountains of
paperwork you generate over the years, the one piece of paper that represents
you in the real world is your resume\ At Kinko's, we'll help you put
together a professional resume package that works as

JOIN US ON OCT. 15 *KICKOFF @ 7:00PM*

hard for you as you work in school.

* TICKETS ON SALE OUTSIDE
THE EDUCATION BLDG.
OCT. 4th - 7th& 10th- 12th
from 11am- 5pm.

kinko's

Maybe harder.

Your branch office
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$

24.95 professional

115 Railroad Street
354-3977
Open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

resume Package
$24.95 Professional Resume Package includes one
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* FOR MORE INFO. CONTACT
JOE/JACK @ 2-4943.
Sponsored by the BG University
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Businesses hurt by strikes

M

The baseball strike and hockey
lockout are threatening to fracture October,
The chill in the air, instead of
building anticipation, serves as a
sobering reminder that one
season has ended prematurely
and a second may never get
under way.

sponsored by

The Office of Student
Activities
Win 2 Free Tickets To See

RITA RUDNER
Parents Weekend 1994

Jim
Litke
Still, life goes on even when
most of the games do not. How
much it changes depends on how
much you have invested.
A few relevant examples:
The bookmaker says he and his
cohorts will learn to make do,
even if business is of f.
"I can't say by how much," the
manager at Las Vegas Sports
Consultants said Sunday. "I don't
know how much baseball or
hockey we usually do and I don't
have time to look at the handle.
The football people, God bless
'em, have the phones ringing off
the hook."
The baseball manager says
some of his friends have lost
their jobs, probably for good. It
saddens him, but he soldiers on.
"Just the other day, a guy
who'd been around for 25 years
was laid off, and a couple of my
assistant coaches were let go.
But me," Los Angeles Dodger

Name: _
Address:.
Phone:

Mike Kazimore
16-7
84-36

Marty Fuller
9-14
79-41

John Boyle
16-7
87-33

Glen Lubben
14-9
87-33

BG
Miami
Toledo
WMU
EMU

Ohio at 8G
Akron at Miami
Ball St at Toledo
WMU at CMU
EMU at Kent

BG
Miami
Toledo
CMU
EMU

Big Ten
OSU
Indiana
Mich.
Purdue
Wis.

Illinois at OSU
Indiana at Iowa
MSU at Michigan
Minn at Purdue
Wisconsin at NWestern

OSU
Iowa
Mich
Purdue
Wis.

OSU
Indiana
Mich
Purdue
Wis

OSU
Indiana
Mich.
Purdue
Wis.

Dallas
Denver
Indy
KC
N.England
Green Bay
Buffalo
N.Orleans
S.Fran
Atlanta
Phily
Minnesota

Dallas
Denver
NY Jets
KC
LA Raiders
Green Bay
Miami
Chicago
S.Fran
Tampa Bay
Phily
Minnesota

Dallas
Seattle
NY Jets
KC
N.England
Green Bay
Buffalo
Chicago
S.Fran
Atlanta
Phily
NY Giants

PRIZES & AWARDS

PAREIVTS OF THE YEAR

Hey
I
£

+

"Relive Those Crazy Days
of Your Parents"
Essay Contest

Dallas
Denver
Indy
KC
N England
Green Bay
Buffalo
Chicago
S Fran
Atlanta
Phily
NY Giants

For More Into: 2-7164 or 2-2343
PRIZES & AWARDS PRIZES & AWARDS

Don't miss this opportunity to experience Dr. Casscll's engaging personality, her
unique presentation skills and her ability to make one think and act. For additional
information contact Planned Parenthood at 354-3540. Reservations S7.00
Book signing and
refreshments
7:00 p.m.

Program begins
at 7:30 p.m.
RSVP by Oct. 9th

Wearing Nothing but a Smile,

COLUMBUS - Ohio State
place-kicker Mike Malfatt
pleaded guilty Tuesday to a reduced charge of misdemeanor
theft for stealing $445 worth of
merchandise from a suburban
discount store in August.
Franklin County Common
Pleas Judge James O'Grady gave
Malfatt a suspended six-month
sentence and placed on probation
for one year. He also must per- ■
form 80 hours of community service and pay a $250 fine and
court costs by Franklin County
Common Pleas Court Judge
James O'Grady.

AMATEUR COMPETITION
$504) in Cash & Prizes
Join ns tonight

& help us uncover new talent!

$

r 6.oo

Malfatt allegedly was carrying
a cooler filled with beer and
other alcoholic beverages.

taraeOnyItem
orChMjoSh*
Mdatonal

FREE ADMISSION
Bring in (his ad & gel in FREE!
expires I'/.Vl/'M
mil *;ili<l during spci'iul o\cnl*.

*5.00 I! *4.00
Medium One Item jj Small Ont Up.
L

Ei. Harra I.K •aor
or Chioaao Styta
ArMUnal
Poi»t3E>

E>.a*mt.naSi
of Chicago *y»
AttWord

352-5166
352-5166
352-5166
. FREE DELIVERY I FREE DELIVERY 1 FREE DELIVERY

Conch dances,

«■■■■■ VOTED BEST IN WOOD COUNTY ■■■■■»

>
«

• TUBA • • • TROMBONE • • • FRENCH • • • HORN • i

Come and "TOOT" Your Own Horn!
in
the Spring Concert Band or University Band or
Join the Athletic Band!
All instruments are welcome, and if you have an interest in
participating in one of these ensembles, please contact:
Bonnie Bess, Secretary
University Bands 1010 Musical Arts
372-2186
OrganlzBtkMiil Meeting lor Athletic Band
Sunday, Oct. 17 @ 7:30 pm
Room 1012 - Musical Arts Building or Call 372-2186

* credit available for all bands - non-music majors welcomol

• • •

EUPHONIUM • • •

I

table dances,
amateur competitions,
wet l-shirt contests,
unique weekh events,
national
competitions,
appearances In
adult video
& innga/int- starlets

Hours:
Monday-Wednesday 12pm-2am
Thursday & Friday 12pm-4am
Saturday 5pm-4am
Sunday 5pm-2am
HE GENTELMEN'S CLUB_

^

TRUMPET • • ••

i
N
N

PRIZES & AWARDS

Dr. Cassell states there are exciting opportunities which abound today and that
these opportunities can also lead to tough choices and decisions regarding the
balancing of one's personal and professional life. She will provide a fresh
perspective and practical skills for building more fulfilling, healthier relationships.
An evening of "tender bargaining" strategies will offer a solid framework for
understanding the dynamics of relationships between couples who are serious
about their careers and the partners they love.

by The Associated Press

-o

Sign up in the rUgge) Office
Starts today. Essays due
Monday October 10th **

Wednesday, October 12, 1994
at
The Eleanor Dana Center
Medical College of Ohio
Toledo, Ohio

Buckeye kicker pleads guilty

FLUTE

PRIZES £ AWARDS PRIZES & AWARDS

AUTHOR OF TENDER BARGAINING

To win. circle your picks on the left-hand side and then turn in the contest form in to The BG News, 210 West
Hall. In case of ties, a winner will be drawn by a member of The BG News All ontriesmust be submitted by 5
p.m. on Friday. Chris Nock. 520 E.Reed St. was last week's winner. He corretly selected 16 of 23 games. Chris
receives a $15 off gift certificate from Kaufman's Downtown.

i

going to Arizona to look at some
kids in the instructional league."
The agent with clients in both
baseball and hockey says he is
losing money. Lots of it.
"But that's the cost of doing
business," Tom Reich said from
his hotel room in New York.
He planned to attend the Pittsburgh Penguins' home opener
Saturday and spend some time
with Mario Lemieux, the most
famous member of his 20-strong
NHL contingent. Once that
season was under way, Reich
planned to track down those
members of his 50-strong baseball pack not involved in the
playoffs and start preparing for
next season's baseball contract
talks.
The marketing consultant who
helps corporations spend advertising and sponsorship dollars
with sports teams is not complaining. Just the opposite. Business is booming.
"The advertising dollars still
have to go somewhere," Nye Lavalle, head of the Sports Marketing Group, said from his office in
Dallas.
Jim Litke is a columnist for The
Associated Press

CAROL CASSELL. PH.D.

NFL
Arizona at Dallas
Denver at Seattle
Indianapolis at NY Jets
Kansas City at S.Diego
LA Raiders at N.England
LA Rams at Green Bay
Miami at Buffalo
New Orleans at Chicago
S.Fran at Detroit
Tampa Bay at Atlanta
Washington at Phily
Minnesota at NY Giants

manager Tommy I-asorda said
from his home in Fullerton, Calif., "I'm as busy as ever."
But not in the way he expected.
Had the baseball season played
itself out, Sunday would have pitted the contenders in all three
National League division races
against one another. The San
Francisco Giants, with Matt Williams perhaps still in the hunt for
Roger Maris' single-season record of 61 homers, would have
been at Dodger Stadium.
"If anyone was going to do it,
he was the one. Now," Lasorda
said, "we'll never know. I do
know, this, though there would
have been 50,000 people there
and we would have been celebrating, getting ready for the
playoffs."
No need to worry about that
now, or the 669 games and $800
million the owners and players
poured down the drain. Already,
there are other things to attend
to.
"As soon as the strike started, I
went out and watched four of our
minor league teams. In between,
I've been speaking to corporations all over the place. And
tomorrow," Lasorda said. "I'm

100s of Beautiful Girls & 3 Ualv OnesCRi

Classifieds

The BG News
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Wednesday, October 5,1994

IIFREEII
Rappelling Clinic

Octobers

Anderson Arena
4pm-7pm
sponsored by UAO
More info 2-7164 or 2 2343
IIFREEII
*'' Into the Streets'*'
Come (otn us on Wed. Oct. S
0:00 pm in 105 BA
so we can start planning our
events. Come meet new people
and pjei involved i
• *" Into the Streets'''

ALPHA PHI ALPHA PHI ALPHA PHI
MMichalla D.vl.
The time is dose
Soon you'll know.
You're my LInle.
And I ovo you so.

ODSN
Wednesday, October 5.1994
7pm Meeting
Room 4000 BAA

CAMPUS EVENTS

Agenda:
-Plan RubbermaKJ Tour
-Job and Internship opportunity listings
-Plan future events

Low.

Big??
ALPHA PHI ALPHA PHI ALPHA PHI

* Bong your T-shirt ideas!'
Alpha Phi Alpha Pin
Wishes all BGSU students a great dayl
Love, KryClrcle*IO(lhecoolest)

PUBLICITY OFFICER-SIs your organization
trying to Itnd creative ways to publioize your
events? Are you trying to make your group
more visible to the campus community? Please
attend the Publicity's Officer's Workshop on
Wed Oct. 5. 1994 ai 7:00pm Gardner
McLean. Associate Director of the Public Relations Office will be the guesl speaker. For
reservations, please contact the Office ol Student Activities at 372-2643.

•FMA*
F ashen Merchandising Association
2nd General meeting at 6pm
in McFall Assembly
Come hear all you would ever
want to Know about Niket

RESIDENT STUDENT ASSOCIATION
Meeting has moved to 110 BA
Wed..9:l5pm
Show your BG spiriilll
Contest lor the best togelll

ATTENTION PUBLIC RELATIONS AND RELATED MAJORS! DON'T MISS YOUR
CHANCE TO GO TO BALTIMORE FOR THE
NATIONAL PRSSA CONFERENCE AN INFORMATIONAL MEETING WILL BE HELO
THURS. OCT. 6 AT 7:00 IN 102 BA. SEE YOU
THERE I
BGPRO PRSSA BGPRO PRSSA

SOLD
Student Organized
Leadership Development
Provide & encourage leadership on
campus. Applications can be
picked up in
405 Student Services Bidg
Duedate:Oct. 7th by 5pm.

Alpha PniAngle Dlckman Alpha Phi
I love my lirdelll
I can! wail DM Thursday. Ger excited!
Love, Your Big???

HELP WANTED

PEP RALLY
COME JOIN USI
OCTOBER 6, 1994
8:00PM

$1500 weekly possible mailing our circulars!
For into call 202-208-9065

MEET THE COACHES'
HEAR THE BAND!
SEETHECOURTI
LISTEN TO WFALI
WIN SOME PRIZES!

Ann: Get paid for reading books. $500 weekly.
Choose subject matter. Free details call:
1 [206)-649-5987 Ext E8500.

BE THERE BETWEEN STUDENT SERVICES
AND KRESCHER QUAD!
Homecoming 1994
T-shirts SB.00

Wateibottles $2.00

Alpha Phi Alpha Phi
Lil' Megan Coftman
Do you know
Can you guess
All I can say
is you're Ine best I
Love. Big???
Alpha Phi Alpha Phi

Package $9 50
reHJn ion Foyer: 9am-Spm
Monday-Friday
Catch the Wavel

ATTENTION STUDENT TEACHERS
Teaching Spring Semester
TB Skin Tests
Last name: J-R
Wednesday, October 5th
S-7pm
Student Health Service

INTRAMURAL ENTRCS DUE: COED 4
PLAYER VOLLEYBALL • TUES..OCT. 11:
MEN'S BOWLING • WED., OCT. 12. ALL ENTRIES DUE WITH FORFEIT FEE BY 400
PM IN 130 FIELD HOUSE ON DUE DATE.
IS BOBBY FRANKLYN REALLY A DRESS
DESIGNER?
WHY IS JOHN SMITH EATING THE NEWSPAPER?
SEE RUN FOR YOUR WIFE ■ CALL 372-2719

BASKETBALL OFFICIALS
CITY OF BOWLING GREEN PARKS AND
RECREATION DEPARTMENT SEEKS EXPERIENCED BASKETBALL OFFICIALS FOR
ADULT LEAGUES BEGINNING OCTOBE R 31
AND ENDING MARCH 31. 1995. APPLICANTS MUST BE AVAIABLE EVENINGS
FROM 6PM - 11PM ON MONDAY. TUESDAY
OR WEDNESDAY. RATE OF PAY IS
$12.00/GAME. APPLY IN PERSON AT THE
PARKS AND RECREATION OFFCE IN CITY
PARK
GYM SUPERVISOR
CITY OF BOWLING GREEN PARKS AND
RECREATION DEPARTMENT SEEKS (2)
GYM SUPERVISORS TO OVERSEE ADULT
BASKETBALL AND VOLLEYBALL LEAGUES
AT HIGH SCHOOL AND JR. HIGH SCHOOL
BEGINNING OCTOBER 16 AND ENDING
MARCH 31. 1995 RATE OF PAY IS
$4. SO/HOUR
APPLICANTS MUST BE
AVAILABLE EVENINGS FROM 6PM TO
MIDNIGHT, MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY. APPLY IN PERSON AT THE PARKS
AND RECREATION OFFICE IN CITY PARK.

(8 00
Whaddya mean you haven't
heard I ha Broccoli?
Tune In and find oul what you're missing!
INTELLUCTUAL BROCCOLI
TODAY 3-5PM on 66.1 -The Shirk!
It's the funniest comedy clips end the
b»st iliarnativo music-Check It out!

Campus Expression*
Is studying getting you down? A song can
pick you back up. Thursday Oct. 6
Karaoke comes to the Bowl N' Greenery
From 8:30-11:30pm come sing to old
favorites and today's newest sounds.
Sponsored by the Prevent-on Center
CMWNAL JUSTICE ORGANIZATION
The F.B.I, w. i be here at BGSU, tonight at
9:00pm in 1011 BA Clmt Baber, out of Toledo
will be here to answer your quesbons. All welcomed.
CRIMINAL JUSTICE ORGANIZATION

LOST& FOUND
Lost: Gold bracelet with dolphins and sand dollars. If found, please call 372-6143 and ask (or
Jodi or Julie. Reward offered. SenDmental val-

ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION GROUP
This Wednesday at 9 00
1003 BAA
ALL WELCOME!
FRIENDS OF THE DEAF
Learn to sing in sign language
NOFXPI RirNCf NEEDED
Even/one Welcome • Wed 9 pm 363 Ed.
IPCCLUBF1ELDTRIPI
Thursday. October 6th we will be touring
WBGU Channel 27 and producet/director Anthony Howard will talk to us about the television
industry. Space is limited-Call Meredith at
352-8749 or Stephanie at 353-5214 for your
reservation!
LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA
The Lesbian and Gay Alliance meets tomorrow
night at 830 in the United Christian Fellowship
Center.
The UCF is on the corner of Thurson and Ridge
Sa., due west form Alpha Phi and Delta Gamma.
LAGA is open to all gay/tesbiarvbisexual students, graduate students, faculty, and the general community. LAGA welcomes those who
aren't gay and support and accept gay people
as equal members ol society.
For more intormaoon. call 372-5228; discretion
assured.

COLLEGE STATION
CONGRATULATIONS
to
MARCIGUCKEYSON
on her selection to the position of
PR DIRECTOR
tor the BGSU LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE

Need someone to do your typing? I am well
qualified with over 30 years experience. Mmimal turnaround Dme. Pick up & delivery avai a
bie Call 287-4310. Alice R.Lahman.CEOE.

DESPERATELY SEEKING BIG/LITTLE
Looking tor a Big/Littte Sister pair
who will visit often. Offering qualify
clothes, custom patterns, and a
reasonable once. Willing to help in
any way possible.
We are your com pie le source.
3S3-0901 THE GREEK MART

Pregnant? We can help.
Free & confidential pregnancy lasts.
support and information.
BG Pregnancy Center.
Call354-HOPE.
SKYDIVE IN B.G. 1st Jump course. Season
ending in 4 to 5 weeks. Call lor into, and good
deal. Visa & Mastercard accepted. 352-5200.

EXEC Ml

PERSONALS

ATTENTION GREEKSI
The first GAM.M.A meeting will
be held Thursday, Oct. 6th from
9:15-10:30 in the Ohio Suite ol the
Union. Jacque Daley will be doing a
one-hour T.I.P.S. training, and
complimentary "mocktails" will
be served. GET EXCITEDlll

"Reebok Body Walk"*
The Energizing Fitness Walk
begins Oct. 4th
Tues, & Thurs. Noon • 1:00
Meet at SRC Gazebo
372-7482 for more inlo.
By SRC
Student Wellness Center

deserves star billing. It's the
best place to eat between

"* Adopt A Grandparent *"
Do you miss your grandparents? Are you interested m working with the elderly? If so, find oul
whs) Adopt-A-Grandparent is about Call
372-6068, well return your mesaage. Thia cganl?atwn is a parr of Volunteers In Progress.
ALL-U-CAN EAT: Pizza, Soup, & Salad M-F
n-4-» 99 Happy hours 4-7 M-F. Campus
Pollyeyes. By the smoke stack. 352-9638.
Alpha Lambda Delta
ATTENTION MEMBERS: TUTORS NEEOEDI
Would you be interested in tutoring
col leg*, secondary, or elementary students?
H so, contact Susan Huiier
at 372-1360.

LEADERSHIP IN THE REAL
WORLD
Panheilenic Council Presents
A Program For The Following Officers And
Those Who Are Interested In Them For Next
Year:
'Presidents 'IntramuraVPhilan.
'Cabinet Directors 'Pledge Educators
Treasurers 'Alumni Chairs
'PR Chairs "Community Service
'Scholarship Chairs *Sr/> Delegates
'Social Chairs 'Rush Chairs
In 1007 BAA g:00 In Place Of Panhel
Guesl Speaker Will Be Human Resource Specialist. Mr. Yetka. Learn How Your Offices Can
HelpYoulnTheFuture.
Golden Key Members
Sweatshirts on sale In Union
Foyer • Thursday and Friday.
HAVE YOU EVER WANTED TO TEACH? Becomo a UNIV 100: UNIVERSITY SUCCESS
FACILITATOR next fail. Teach first year students about becoming a successful student at
BGSUII Applications are available in SAO, 405
stuoent Services. Into. Sessions for Student
Facilitators will be held on Oct. 13 ai 5pm In
102 BA. Into. Sessions for Graduate Student
and Staff Facilitators win be held on Oct. 12 si
Spmin 11SBA.
HOLOCAUST EDUCATION WEEK
Sept. 30. Oct. 1- SCHINDLER'S LIST Glsh
Film Theater. 8:00pm, ioa0pm.fl.SO
9 15 PANEL DISCUSSION by HILLER
Oct. 3SLIDE TOUR OF CONCENTRATION
CAMP DANIELLE MERRIMAN. BGSU Student. Tafl Room saopm
Oct. S HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR SPEAKS
GEORGE VINE. Lenhan Grand Ballroom
8:00pm
Ott STRIP TO HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL
MUSEUM
DetrolL Ml. B 30am lo 4:00pm. $2.00 charge
sign up in UAO office, 330 Union. Call 2-7184
or 2-2343 tor more info.
sponsored by UAO

25% OFF

BG Gold & Silver Exchange
993 S. Main • suite B
Buying • Soiling • Estate Appraisals
Anything made of gold or silver
Coins • Jewelry • Diamonds • Precious Metals
Proot & Mint Sets • Coin Collecting

354-8714

4 Scholarships for 1994-1995
Two $1,000 scholarships
Two $500 Scholarships

HOW:

WHO:

WHIM:

EARN $500 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home.
Send long SASE to: Country
Living Shoppers, Dept. Ul.
P.O. Box 1779. Denham Springs.
LA 70727.

Immediate part-time. lull-Dme
Spring & even Summer
positions available!!
Apply now with current resume
at Co-Op office. 238 Admin.

HOLOCAUST EDUCATION WEEK
'Lawn now so that hlotory
will never repeal neehY
SEPT. 30. OCT. 1- SCHINDLER'S UST GISH
FILM THEATER 6PM S 10 PM
OCT.3 SLIDE TOUR OF CONCENTRATION
CAMP. TAFT ROOM UNION 830PM
OCT. S HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR
SPEAKSLENHART GRAND BALLROOM 8
PM
OCT. S TRIP TO HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL
MUSEUM 8 30AM-4:00 PM
cat 2-7184 or 2-2343 tor more into
sponsored by UAO

For Sale: VW Jetta 1985
110k miles, solid body, clean intenor
new exhaust, automatic $1,200
878-2501
MACINTOSH Computer. Complete system
including printer, only $500.
Call Chris at 800-289-5685
Mountain Bike
1992 Cannondale 19*
Make Otter

353-0136
Pioneer CD laserdisc player, less than 1 year
old: $250
Optimus equalizer. 10 band per channel. $65
O.B.O. Call Kevin at 353-8519
Roller Wade Attroblades - Men's size 11-19
like new. Only used 4 times Paid $135. asking
tor $1000 B O. 354 6717 ask fry Phil.
Sony CD player- $150. speakers $20
Tape piaye' $30. Receiver $30
Call lor info. 354-6807

FOR RENT
1 bedroom furnished with appliances. Gas,
water, sewer and garbage included Bunk beds
included for roommates. $360. Cal 354-0060.
1 bedroom apl. tor rent
close lo campus $295/month &
utilities. Call Craig at
893-1277 or 1-8979030
Available Nov. 1st

EBSCOTslemarketing Service
Fed up with working long hours, with litrje pay
at dead-end jobs?

Mossimoe. A California based sportswear
company is looking for entries in its new "Campus Collection' t-shirt contest. Toenter. send in
your t-sn n design with a snort marketing proposal by Oct. 15 to: Mossimoe: 29392 Us
Cruces: Laguna Nigel, CA 92677. Ten National
winners will be chosen, given a $500 pnze and
appear in the ads 'or their shirt!

Come join EBSCO TELEMARKETING 8 INTERNATIONAL MARKETING FIRM which will
help you get a jump on your leilow students.
We will help you build your communication
skills as well as give you a weekly paycheck.
Make your own schedule and work in a professional environment. Come in and apply MF
after 4pm at 113N. Main St.
Evening Office Cleaning
12-l5hrsrtveek
Call 352-5822

PI KAPPA PHI
Come jointheFratemiryofPi Kappa Phi
Open Rush Wed Oct. 5,7:30-930pm
At Pi Kappa Phi House. Od Fraternity Row
Political organizers
Toxic Action seeks bright committed men 8
women lo do campaign work on a federal pesticide regulation bill. No experience/pd. training. PT 4-10pm M-F. rapid advancement/excelent resume' work. $250/wk. salaly 241 -8587.

Your r\ Today
• Rvci missed .i class^

■

Our company is looking for individuals who
want to gam management experience next
summer. Earn $6,000 • $10,000 per summer.
The early bird gets the worm i 8008871960

• liver have ,i professor who

,

Pacific Crab House • Maumee - now hiring all
positions. Flexible hours $ schedules Apply
Mon.-Sun or call 1-891-1181.

FOR SALE
01 Awesome I
Spring Break Early Specials' Panama City
Oceanview Room With Kitchen & Free Bus To
Bars $1291 Deytona (Kitchens) $159! Cocoa
Beach $159) Key West $229) 1 -600-676 6366

TanlTanlTanl
Campus Tanning
Month Unlimited: $30
Close to campus
6 beds '352-7889

Don't Wait Until It .'
Is To Late
J
Start Earning
J

Lawn Maintenance
Part-time 20-25 hrs-rweek
Call 352-5822

Restaurant help. Now hiring for lunches Monday-Friday and closing shifts. Apply at Subway. 10677 Rl. 20 8 75, Periysburg, OH

SATURDAY HOMECOMING SPECIAL
All You Can Eat Breakfast
Pancakes & Sausage $2.00
M.T.MUGGS
OPEN 10am
Bloody Mary $ Screwdriver Specials
Lebanese Food
Drink specials all dayl

1-2 SutWeasers Needed. Great location. Low
rent. Call 353-7056 and leave message.

Apply to the Department of
Economics (3009 BAA)
Write an essay of 1,000 -1,500
words
1. BGSU undergraduates of any
major
9. Anust have minimum of 3.0 GPA
3. Must have composed 9 semester hours of
Economics as of January 1,1995.
Application and essay deadline is February 1,1995.

*
*

I
I
i*

;

lalks laslei Ihan you u'titeJ

<

• l.wr wish You had a friend

J

who look belle) notes

■

than yciu;

NOW YOV DO!

'.

WRITE FROM CLASS has ,
Ihe study aid for YOU
■
tvped dailv ii'lln from your
lectures
H\ I'M ISO. (.Ill \| I ( ov u or..
1.1 Ol UVO WKI iK-Ni 1H1 ■.
MK-'
Call 352-0660 or stiipby lln'

Tommorrow's Clown will be appearing at Easystreet Cale Wednesday. October 5. 10pm.
Join Ihe Circus I

f 1 Awesome Spring Break I
Early Sign-up Specials! Bahamas Party Cruise
6 Days $2791 Induces 12 Meals A 6 Parties!
Cancun ft Jamaica $439 Air From Columbusl
1-800-678 6386.

li.-.t Westi-rn hold, suite 66 lot

10°o oft semester subscription

■

WHY DOES PORTERHOUSE CALL HIS
WIFE GRUESOMETOO TAXI DRIVERS
REALLY HAVE MORE FUN?
SEE RUN FOR YOUR WIFE - CALL 372-2719
Why Ihe Hell ahould I |oln a Fraternity?
Thai's what we thought.
Find out what changed our minds.
Lambda Chi Alpha's Open House
October 5at 7pm-9pm

TOMORROW'S
CLOWN'S

WIN A TRIP FOR TWO TO
1994 LAS VEOAS BOWL I
HOME FALCON FOOTBALL VS. OHIO
SATURDAY 1:00 P.M.I

\
WANTED

104 S. MAIN

353-0988

ft HOME SWEET HOME!

FOX RUN Apt. tor sublease - Spring
Semester. 2 bdrm.. washeridryer.
furnished. Very nice. CeJ 352-6053

^m* HELP THE FALCONS EXTEND THEIR HOME UNBEATEN STREAK!

Warned ASAP non-smoking female roommate.
Must be neat, triendly. easy going. $16CVmo..
elec. Call Tara 354 5117.

1-800-883-8649

Department of Economics Scholarships
AMOUNT:

Man/Kay Sale 20% off
Everything in stock.
Call 353 6115. ask tor Karen.

For Sale- Heavy Duty 2x6 Construction
Contemporary Design
Used Apt. Furniture
For more information. Call 354-3533
(desk, chairs, non-splitable bunk beds,
dressers, and more).

Trek 820. Purple ?1", 3 months old
great condition, wfear ends and U lock.
Asking $290 O B O. Call 353-4526

CHOIR DIRECTOR for adults and lor children.
Also need an interum director until position is
filled. Send a resume of music experience plus
references to the First Chrislan Church. 875
Haskins Rd., Bowling Green, OH 43402 c/o
Carol Ballard. by Oclobor 24

HUGE PRICE ROLLBACK
15YEAR ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATION

1 female subleaser tor Spring '95
semester. $175/mo. A deposit.
Cal Kristin 353-8099.

BETTER THAN A FREE LUNCH
WHAT:

DBENEDETTO'S

MCMT/MKTG/CS/MIS Majors:

Come line dance to the sounds of
Rob Evans

HORSEBACK
HIDING. IHAIL
RIDES/RIDING LESSONS/ RESERVATIONS NECESSARY SLIPPERY ELM RIDING RANCH. 13596 W. KRAMER RD.. BOWLING GREEN. OH 4T9-353-5403.

my favorite BG restaurant,

146 North Main ■ Bowling Green

COLLEGE STATION

SERVICES OFFERED

W In my book, SamB's.

Tht T<>ted» Blade FtMauranl Cntu

Buy* Sell'Best Pricee
Anything made ol gold A silver.
Gold & silver coins-coin collections
354-8714 1-800-883-8647
B.G. Gold & Silver Exchange
993 S Mam. SmlaB
M-Th 10-6, -F.Sal 10-8
(28% otl sale on gold 1 alerting I colna)

Checker'a Pub now hiring!
Bartenders A waitresses
809 S. Main St
Apply within

LOOK FOR

Wednesday Nights. Country Night

NOTICEII ELEMENTARY ED. METHODS
ORIENTATION REGISTRATION MEETING!
All students who requested Spring '95 El.
Ed Methods (F.DCI 350, 351, 352, 353, 355,
356) sre expected to attend the meeting.
TUESDAY, OCT. 11, 4:00pm, 115 EDUCATION BUILDING. BE THEREII

Toledo & Columbus ^^

Balloons and Balloon Bouquets
Greeting Cards, Gilt Wrap and Accessories
Collegiate Connection
S31 Ridge St.

1986 Pontiac Grand Am SE - V6, 3.0 liter. 2
door, new paint, excellent condition. Cad
353-3424 ask lor Jeremy.

HOMECOMING

WELCOME & CONGRATS! «
TODDPIIELPS
(the new CSG Rep)

*
*

BOWLING GREEN VS. OHIO

OTEVE SAWDER
*
(the new Spotlight Director) *

for

*

I

Saturday 1:00 p.m.

WIN A TRIP TO LAS VEGAS AT THE GAME!
n*jbHow**prbm tt>m «W g**m rnwmy mt Haffthmtt

1. TRIP FOR TWO TO THR LAS VEGAS BOWL
& 100 GALLONS 0* GASOLINE PROM BARNEY'S
i. A YEAR'S WORTH OF FREE VIDEO RENTAL AT BARNEYS.
To trUtr.just rrgirttr mt thtt t*m*Jn£gn_ttf uctmd quarter cm tbt
tmtt or tout iM> concourn. WUlfft wiM W atrantw mt HmffHm*

■
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